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Limitation of Liability and Remedies

The information published  in this book has been compiled  from several sources. While every effort
has been made to ensure its accuracy, neither the authors nor the publisher tan guarantee that all
information is entirely correct or up-to-date. Furthermore, neither the authors nor the publisher tan
take any responsibility for the use of this information or any consequences arising therefrom.

WiNRADiO Communications shall have no liability for any damages due to lost Profits, loss of use
or anticipated benefits, or other incidental, special  or punitive damages arising from the use o[ or
the inability to use, the WiNRADiO receiver, whether arking out of contract, negligence, tort or
under any warranty, even if WiNRADiO Communications has been advised of the possibility of
such damages. In no event shall  WiNRADiO Communications’ liability for damages exceed the
amount paid for this product. WiNRADiO Communications neither assumes nor authorises anyone
to assume for it any other liabilities.

Warning

In certain countties or states it is illegal to listen to certain frequencies, such as Police or cellular
telephones. We cannot accept any responsibility for the consequences of your non-compliance
with government regulations. /f you at-e in doubt about the regulations in your country or state,
please contact your nearest radio communications regulatory authority.
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The WiNRADiO Digital Suite is an optional Software package designed to
work with all Versions of WiNRADiO receivers. This Software  takes
advantage of the ubiquitous and economical PC Sound card to implement the
latest digital Signal processing algorithms for data decoding and analysis.

Although real time processing with digital Signal processors and high
quality analog-to-digital converters is still superior to using a Sound card,
the results are still very acceptable. Today’s average Pentium has
approximately the same computational Speed  as a medium-Performance
digital Signal processor. Considering the time sharing paradigm of the
operating System and the Overall design of PC Computers, the Performance
of the WiNRADiO Digital Suite may still be influenced by the CPU Speed
and the number of tasks running in the background.

The WiNRADiO Digital Suite is targeted to satisfy the needs of a serious
radio monitoring hobbyist  as well as for surveillance  and industrial
applications.

The many functions of the WiNRADiO Digital Suite are arranged in the
form of ‘plug-ins’, selectable by clicking on an item in a menu. All modules
are similar in appearance and, where applicable,  contain Signal  recording
and file management facilities.

The WiNRADiO Digital Suite 1 .O contains the following modules:

Audio Scope  and Spectrum Analyzer

This module presents a fully-fledged storage oscilloscope with a scrollable
Waveform Grabber. This tool is suitable for analysis of audio Signal  from
DC to ZOkHz,  with dynamic range given by the quality of the Sound card
used (usually better than 8OdB).

The audio spectrum analyzer uses an advanced FFT algorithm together with
optimized CPU machine coding, which allows real time spectrum analysis
with excellent  responsiveness. A user definable set of cursors makes it
possible to determine frequencies with resolution of a few Hertz.

DTMF Decoder

In radio communications, the Dual Tone Multi-Frequency System is used in
various signalling Systems, while radio amateurs utilize this System to
control repeaters and other remotely-controlled devices. This
implementation of a DTMF decoder contains a logging facility, which
allows later inspection of received Codes  together with timeidate
information.
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l CTCSS Decoder

The CTCSS (Continuous Tone-Controlled Squelch System, sometimes
referred as PL or Private Line) decoder is useful for monitoring
communications channels with sub-audible tone signalling. This is
particularly suitable for scanning purposes, where a desired group of users
tan be selectively monitored. This decoder also implements recording of
transmissions with a specified subcarrier into Windows Standard  ‘*.wav’
files.

l Packet Radio (AX.25) Decoder

This Version implements protocol monitoring of the two most common
modulation techniques used in the amateur radio packet network: 1200Bd
FM AFSK (used above 30MHz)  and 300Bd FSK, common on amateur HF
bands.

l Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
Decoder

ACARS is an air/ground  network which enables aircraft to function as
mobile Computer terminals, with links to ground control stations. Although
most major airlines use this System, only Parts  of the transmission protocol
are standardized or publicly accessible. This implementation of the ACARS
decoder allows decoding of common types of messages, while leaving
unrecognized  Parts  in plain text form (as received).

0 FAX Decoder

This module allows good quality decoding, storage and analysis of HF FAX
transmissions as well  as satell i te weather fax automatic picture
transmissions.

l Signal Classifier

This module makes it possible to recognize the types of Signal  commonly
encountered while scanning. By selecting only the desired Signal types,
scanning tan be sped up quite substantially. The following classification
categories are implemented: voice, data, noise or silent channel
(unmodulated carrier).

l Squelch  controlled recorder

This module makes it possible to record and playback the received audio
Signal, using Windows Standard  ‘*. wav’ files. The recording tan be tumed
on and off automatically depending on the received Signal level - this is
controlled  by the WiNRADiO squelch setting.



INSTALLATION

System Requiremen ts

Minimum Recommended
Processor: Pentium 1OOMHz Pentium 133MHz or higher
RAM: 8MB 16 MB or more
Display VGA SVGA: 800~600,256  colors
OS: Windows 95 Windows 95 or NT 4

Any Version of WiNRADiO Hardware.

Hardware Installation
Plug the supplied connection lead into the audio jack of the WiNRADiO
card and to the ‘Line In’ jack of your Sound card. We strongly recommend
that you connect the lead with the Computer switched off to avoid any
static  discharges, which could result in darnage to your Computer.
Connect headphones or extemal amplified speakers to your Sound card
speaker output.

Software /ns talla tion
1 . Insert the installation  floppy disc.

2 . Go to Windows Start / Run menu and type a: \install

3. Start up your WiNRADiO receiver.  The Digital Suite will appear in the
main menu.

WiNRADiO software is periodically upgraded. Check out the newest
software Version on our Web site at http://www.winradio.com.  If you wish
to be automatically notified of upgrades and other WiNRADiO related
information, please register with our user database by sending an e-mail
message with subject heading SUBSCRIBE to support@,wimadio.com.



USING THE WINRADIO DIGITAL SUITE
When you Start up your WiNRADiO receiver,  the Digital Suite appears in
the main menu. The plug-in modules of the WiNRADiO Digital Suite are
mutually  exclusive, which means you tan run only one of them at a time.

You will also need to have the Windows Volume Control running. This
application tan usually be found in the Start IPrograms  /Accessories
IMultimedia menu.

For all modules  in the Digital Suite, it is extremely important to set all
the level controls to Optimum values.  The input level of the Signal  must
not Cause  clipping. In Order to set the proper audio level, follow these Steps:

1. Tune the WiNRADiO receiver to the Signal  you want to decode or
analyze (eg. Packet Radio transmission).

2. In the Windows Recording Control, ensure that Line In is enabled, and
that the corresponding level control is set to maximum. All other inputs
should be disabled. Typical settings of the Volume Control and the
Recording Control are shown on the following two pictures (actual
appearance of the Recording Control and the Volume Control may
vary, depending on your settings and the type of your Sound card):

Tip: To toggle bettveetl  the Widows Recording Control aud  the Volnme
Control, use Options-  Properties of  this wirdow.

3. In the WiNRADiO control Panel  increase the volume control until you
hear the audio Signal.

4. Activate the Audio Scope  and Spectrum Analyzer in the Digital Suite
menu. You will see the graphical representation of the audio input
waveform. Set the Volume control in the WiNRADiO to the maximum
possible value, just before the ‘Clipping’ indicator  flashes. (In other
words, the Signal  level from the WiNRADiO card must be as high as
possible, yet it mustn’t Cause clipping in the input of the Sound card).

5. From now on, use only the Windows Volume Control to set the output
audio to your convenient level.
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All decoders that allow automatic logging to a file contain two items in their
Options menu:

‘Log to file’:  This Option  activates automatic logging. When selected, the
Standard  ‘Iile save’ dialog appears. All decoded text will be saved to the
specified text file together with time information.

‘Pause’: When a decoder receives a new Signal,  the text will be appended to
a Scrolling window. If you need to perform any operations on the decoded
text in the window, you may wish to activate this Option. This will suspend
the decoder from working and consequently adding new text.

Audio Scope and Spedrum Analyzer
This storage oscilloscope is useful for analysis of the audio spectrum from
DC to 2OkHz,  with dynamic range given by quality of the Sound card used.

Using this module is rather intuitive for those acquainted with any analog or
digital oscilloscope. This is the oscilloscope window, with all the controls
described.

C1

The controls are:

1. Scope/Analyzer switch - toggles between displaying time domain  and
frequency domain representations of the Signal.  The spectrum analyzer
is implemented with an advanced FFT algorithm.

2. Grid switch - enables the grid on the waveform viewing area.

3. d/dt  - active only in the Scope  mode, displays time derivative of the
input Signal.  This is a very useful tool when analysing transitions within
a digital Signal.  Instead of displaying direct flow of a Signal s(t), its time
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derivative ds(t)/dt is shown. The faster the Signal changes the higher the
value of the derivative - making it possible to view modulation changes
very easily.

4. Vertical scale  - varies the scaling ratio to stretch lower level Signals
over the entire vertical range of the waveform viewing area.

5. Clipping indicator - activated when input Signal  level is too high and
Saturation in the input circuitry of the Sound card results. This must
always be avoided.

6. Trigger group - active  only in the Scope mode, controls the starting
condition  for displaying the Signal:

l Free running ~ the Scope periodically sweeps regardless of the
Signal.

0 Single Shot - Only a Single  sweep is displayed. A Sample of the
Signal is taken when a button is pressed.

0 Positive/Negative edge - The sampling of the waveform is
synchronized with rising or falling edges of the Signal.  This is
particularly useful when the frequency of the input Signal does
not coincide with the time base setting.

7. Function  of this control changes, depending on the mode:

0 Scope Mode: Timebase - sets the time interval displayed.

l Spectrum Analyzer Mode - this control becomes the Frequency
Sweep Range and you have a choice of two modes: Start / stop
frequency or centr-e  frequency / width.

8. Waveform Grabber - This feature is particularly useful for analysis of
data transmissions, because you tan record a very long data sequence
and then analyze it in a ‘frozen’ state. To Start recording of a Signal,
activate the Waveform Grabber and then press the ‘Start’ button. To
stop recording, press the ‘Stop’ button. Then you tan easily scroll
through the recorded Signal.  It is possible to save or load the waveform
into a ‘* .wav’ file by pressing the ‘Save’ or ‘Load’ buttons.

9. Number of cursors -. This control sets the number of time or frequency
markers on the trace  window. The corresponding time values of the
markers and the differentes between the values are displayed on the
bottom of the trace window. After increasing the number, new cursors
appear on the left edge of the trace  window. Drag the cursor with left
mouse button pressed.

10. Cursor (marker) number one.

11. Cursor number two.
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In the Spectrum Analyzer mode, you tan select the type of the FFT
computational window. Choose it from the listbox which appears on the
right side of the Panel.

By right-clicking on the trace window, you tan customize the colors of the
trace,  markers, grid and background.

DTMF Decoder

In radio communications, Dual Tone Multi-Frequency coding is used in
various signalling Systems, while radio amateurs utilize this System to
control repeaters and other remotely-controlled devices. This
implementation of DTMF decoder contains a logging facility, which allows
later inspection of received Codes  together with time!date information.

After choosing DTMF in the Digital Suite mcnu, a Standard  editor-like
window appears. If the input Signal  contains any DTMF Signal, the
corresponding numbers will immediately appear on the Screen.  If there is a
considerable pause between numbers, a new line is started.

CTCSS Decoder

The CTCSS (Continuous Tone-Controlled Squelch  System) signalling is
used by most land mobile communications nets. The System is based on
transmitting a tone (standardized frequencies from the range 67Hz to
254.4Hz)  continuously with the modulation Signal.

By selecting a tone, it is possible to listen to a particular group of users  only.

This decoder tan be also used to control the scanning of the WiNRADiO.

This decoder is designed to werk with the WiNRADiO  receiver squelch
activated.  If the input  signal is nudio  noisc, r-andom  tone values  will be
decoded.  This effect  isfimdamental  to the natuve  of audio  ‘white’ noise.

Packet Radio (AX.25) Decoder

This Version implements protocol monitoring of the two most common
modulation techniques used in amateur radio packet nerwork:  1200Bd FM
AFSK (used above 3OMHz)  and 300Bd FSK, common on amateur HF
bands.

To monitor 1200Bd Packet Radio transmissions, set the FMN mode and
tune to the frequency used by your local  radio amateur Packet Radio node
(typically frequencies are between 144.5 and 144.975MHz,  contact your
local radio Club). Ensure that you have selected 1200Bd in the ‘Options’
menu. If you tan hear Signal  clearly, but no text appears on the window, you
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may need to tune receiver more precisely, or set proper input audio level. DO
not use squelch  when running the Packet Radio decoder.

For 300Bd PR, set the mode to SSB, and find a streng and interference-free
Packet Radio Signal  on any amateur HF band. Again, we recommend
contacting your local radio club to obtain the correct frequencies. As a rule
of thumb, most amateur HF digital mode communications tan be found
towards upper edges of ‘CW+digital’  allocations, i.e. just below these
frequencies:

3.6MHz, 7.4MHz,  lO.lSMHz,  14.1MHz,  18.1 lMHz,  21.1MHz,
24.93MHz and 28.1MHz.

It takes some practice to be able to distinguish packet radio Signals from
other digital modes.

Once you have found a PR Signal,  fine-tune the radio, observing the Tuning
Indicator at the bottom of the decoder window (on the ‘Status  bar’). The red
line should be entirely under the green line. The Tuning Indicator  Shows the
exact frequencies of received tones relative to the Standard  tones expected
by the decoder. The tuning tolerante of this decoder is much better than in
many other decoders, as the algorithm adjusts itself to the Signal.

If the Signal is interference-free and the tuning indicator is under the green
area, but no characters are received, chances are that you are not listening to
packet radio but some other digital mode (eg. AMTOR, RTTY, PACTOR,
etc.. .).

This  decoder is not designed to perform ns a Packet Radio Terminal
Controller (TNC), but as protocol monitoring unit. Therefore all the
received packets  of data are decoded and displayed in the window together
with protocol  details as received. Packet assembly is not provided in this
Version.

ACARS Decoder
ACARS is an airiground  network which enables aircraft to function as
mobile Computer terminals, with links to ground control stations. Although
most major airlines use this System, only Parts  of the transmission protocol
are standardized or publicly accessible. This implementation of the ACARS
decoder allows decoding of common types of messages, while leaving
unrecognized Parts  in plain text form (as received).

To receive and decode ACARS transmissions,  use AM mode. Tune
WiNRADiO to a frequency within the aircraft band. Most likely frequencies
for ACARS are:

129.125 MHz (tertiary channel for busy areas of USA)

9
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130.025 MHz (secondary channel for busy areas of USA)

13 1.525 MHz (some reported traffit)

13 1.550 MHz (USA, Canada, Australia)

13 1.725 MHz (Europe)

The transmissions Sound like very short amateur Packet Radio bursts. DO
not use squelch  when running the ACARS decoder. Squelch delay would
Cause  critical losses  of data, resulting in unrecognized or erroneously
decoded transmissions.

FAX Decoder

This  module  a l lows  decoding, s to rage  and  analysis of  HF-FAX
transmissions as well as satellite WEFAX APT transmissions.

WEFAX Satellites

To get started with this exciting WiNRADiO feature, several easy Steps  are
needed:

Get acquainted with the format of the transmissions. All you need to know,
when using our FAX module, is which predefmed  format to choose for
which satellite.

To receive WEFAX satellite APT Signal,  acquire a satellite trackilzg
program. This will tell you precise  times when to receive any of the LEO
(low earth Orbit, about 8OOkm)  satellites. This Software  is available from a
number of sources  (eg. AMSAT-NA, Downloadable Satellite Tracking
Software, on  http://www.amsat.org/amsatiftpsoft.html~.  To receive Signal
from geostationary satellites, you only need to know the precise Position (to
set azimuth and altitude of your antenna), because it changes only
insignificantly over the Service  lifetime of the satellite.

Access times (direct radio ‘visibility’) for more favourable overhead Passes
of the LEO satellites are approximately 10 minutes, when using an
omnidirectional antenna (eg. discone) without a preamplifier. You will need
to feed the latest orbital Parameters (referred to as ‘Keplerian elements’) of
the satellite of your interest into the tracking program. The Parameters are
accessible via the Internet, and various amateur radio periodicals (eg.
http://www.grove.net/-tkelso/NORAD/elements/).  Usually, as the orbital
Parameters of satellites Change  over time, if your data are older than several
weeks, the Position given by your tracking program tan still be relatively
precise, but don’t expect to be able set your watch against it. The LEO
WEFAX satellites use the sun synchronous polar Orbit.  This means that the
satellite Passes  over your area every day in approximately the Same local
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time, heading north or South.  Occasionally, it is possible to receive the
satellite more than once in a day. Once you stad  using  a satellite tracking
program,  you wi l l  discover a  whole neu’ world of  telecomml(l2ic(ltiotls.
Currently there arc almost 20 (!) amateur radio satellites OIZ non-stationarjj
Orbits. Also, you may  find  that some of  the several hundreds  of  currer&J
active commercial,  scientifc  and lother’ artiJicia1  satellites might be reallJ
in teres ting.

At the time of writing this publication, three WEFAX satellites, transmitting
in the 137 MHz band were active: NOAA-12 on 137.5 MHz, NOAA-14 on
137.62 MHz and METEOR 3-5 on 137.85 MHz. In addition, the OKEAN
and SICH satellites have been reported active on 137.4 MHz. There are APT
transmissions on the 1691 MHz and 1694.5 MHz from geostationary
satellites, but generally more complex equipment is necessary to receive
those Signals (a dish with a downconverter). There are two different weather
satellite transmission  formats. This dccoder tan receive APT (Automatic
Picture Transmission). The other format - HRPT (High Resolution Picture
Transmission) uses a high-speed digital Signal,  which requires costly special
receiving equipment.

A good outdoors VHF omnidirectional antenna (such as discone, or Cross
dipole), well shielded from your PC, is necessary to get good results. As the
WEFAX satellites have relatively strong transmitters. it is not necessary to
use a steerable high gain antenna or low noise preamplifier. Any
improvement in the receiving System will always result in better quality
pictures and longer useable access time.

When the time Comes,  and the satellite is approaching your radio horizon:
tune your WiNRADiO in FM-N mode to the expectcd frequency, and wait
until you hear the typical 2.4 kHz pulsating tone. Tune for the best reception
(You might need to correct for Doppler shift during the pass.  The shift is
several kHz in this case). Then go to Digital Suite/Fax.  When the Fax
decoding module Starts up, go to ‘RecordinglParameters’  and choose the
corresponding formst. Then check the audio lcvel setting in
‘RecordingiTest’. Then you tan activate the decoder with menu choice
‘Recording(Picture’  or ‘Recording(Picture  8.~ Wave file’.  There are other
possible ways of decoding, please refer to the chapter ‘Using the Fax
Decoder’. If the Signal  is clean and free of interference, the decoder
synchronizes  a n d  Starts d r a w i n g  t h e  p i c t u r e .  You tan forte t h e
synchronization  by hand in ‘RecordingiManual sync’.

Further information on the subject tan be found in:

[l]  Davidofi  M. R . ,  T h e  Satellite ExperimenterS  Handbook,  A R R L ,
Newington, CT, 1985.
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(2] Schneider, J. R., Guide  for  Designizg  RF Ground  Receiving Stations for
TIROS-N,  NOAA Technical  Report NESS 75, Washiqton,  DC, 1976

[3]  Taggeit,  R. E., The New Weather Satellite Handbook, Wayne Green,
lw., Peterborough, N H.

HF Facsimile

There are many HF Facsimile stations, transmitting various information
such as wether maps in regular intervals all around the world. You tan find
listings  of the stations in some HF frequency databases, HF listening
handbooks. or on the Internet.

This is only a brief overview of HF FAX decoding. For more details, please
refer to the chapter ‘Using the FAX Decoder’. When receiving a HF FAX
Station,  switch to SSB mode. We recommend  starting with very strong 1ocaI
stations. Go to Digital Suite, choose FAX and then ‘RecordinglParameters’.
Than click the ‘HF-FAX’ button. Then click ‘OK’ and go to ‘RecordinglFM
tuning’. The displayed curve  should have two peaks: One on the ‘white’
marker and other on the ‘black’ marker (if the transmission is B&W only).
Tune the WiNRADiO to align the Signal  with the markers. If the peaks are
closer or further away to each other than the white and black markers,
Change  the ‘Hz shift’ Parameter in the ‘Recording]Parameters’  dialog.

T h e n  Start p r o c e s s i n g  b y  a c t i v a t i n g  t h e  ‘RecordinglPicture’  o r
‘Recording/Picture & Wave file’. You may need to wait until the Station
sends synchronization  information (this  tan take 15minutes  or even longer).
If you are just testing ‘if it works’, you may forte the synchronization  by
hiiting ‘RecordinglManual sync’. The picture will be shifted sideways, with
black Strip in the middle, but it is still possible to teil the quality  of
reception, tuning precision, etc.

If the decoded picture appears  to be negative (eg. white lines on black
background),  you tan either tune WiNRADiO to the other sideband of the
Signal  and repeat the ‘FM tuning’, or negate value in ‘RecordinglParameters(
Hz shift’ and then Change  the value for ‘Hz black’ by subtracting the value
of the ‘Hz shift’.  The second method is more convenient, because you do
not have to retune the radio.

Using the FAX Decoder

Satellite APT Signal Format

Weather satellite APT (Automatic Picture Transmission) format is based on
transmitting  a 2400 Hz subcarrier that is amplitude modulated with the
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visual information. High amplitudes (loud subcarrier) represent bright Parts
of the picture and low amplitudes (quiet tone) dark Parts.

Picturcs from the LEO satellites have no definite Start, because they are
transmitting continuously. The beginning of a line is marked with a short
clearly audible tone burst modulated onto the subcarrier.

Geostationary satellites have a definite bcginning of the picture.
Transmission Starts with a tone, modulated onto the subcarrier (300 Ilz or
675 Hz) followed by a phasing Signal  of black and uhite, to define the
beginning of a line. After completion of the picture the transmission is
finished with a stop tone (450Hz  modulation).

The NOAA satellites have two half-lines with different contents (channels A
and B), each of them has its own synchronization  bursts (7 pulses  of 1040
Hz for channel A, 7 pulses of 832 Hz for channel B). The two half-lines
transmit pictures from different spectral regions. The line frequency is 120
LPM (lines per minute, line period 0.5 s, ie. two half-lines of 0.25 s each).

NOAA satellites have - in addition to other instruments - 5 radiometers
(AVHRR - Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) on board. The full
resolution of these ‘cameras’ is transmitted in the digital HRPT formst
(High Resolution Picture Transmission) at 1.7 GHz. For the analogue APT
mode on 137 MHz, two of the 5 channels are selected, reduced in resolution
and transmitted time-multiplexed in channels A and B.

The spectral channels of the radiometer are:

Charme1 1: 0.58 - 0.68 um (visible light)

Channe12: 0.725 - 1.1 um (red end of vis. light and near infrared)

Channe13: 3.55 - 3.93 um (mid infrared)

Charme1  4: 10.3 - 11.3 um (far infrared)

Channe15: 11.5 - 12.5 um (far infrared).

The exact spectral response curves are described in [ 11.

Channels 1 and 2 are sensitive for wavelengths, which correspond to top of
the black body curve of the sun (5780 K) and thus show the reflected
sunlight from the earth. They are suitable for observing clouds, land/water
boundaries, terrain features and ice. Channels 4 and 5 measure the black
body radiation of the earth itself (255 K). These channels are suitable for
evaluating temperatures and observing clouds, especially at night. Channe13
is in the spectral ‘gap’ between reflected solar radiation and earth’s  own
radiation. This channel is sensitive to extreme heat sources  such as fires.

Usually channels 2 (VIS) and 4 (IR) are mapped into half lines A and B
during day Passes  and channels 3 (mIR)  and 4 (IR) during night Passes.

13
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With simple graphical methods it is possible to calibrate the IR picture with
the telemetry data, displayed 011 the edges of the picture. Thus the surface
temperature of the earth tan be evaluated.

The Meteor satellites transmit one burst of 250 Hz per line. The line rate is
120 lpm (line period 112 s), while Sich and Okean satellites are able to
transmit several spectral channels time-multiplexed in one line of 1/4  s (240
km).

Additional information about the satellites, schedules, etc. tan be found in:

[I]  N0,4A  Polar Orbiter  Data IJserx  Guide,  NOAA; iu the Internet at NOAA
Puhlications ad Techrzicai  Reports.

hnp://psbsgil  .nesdis.noaa.gov:8080~EBB/ml,Q~ic1O.html

[2]  L@  to date  irlformrrtion  about  the selecterl  spectral channels are
availahle via Internet at the NOAA Satellite Navigation Polar TBUS
Messages

[3]  Planet, W. G. (Editor), Data Extraction  and Calibration of TIROS-
NhIrOAA  Radiometers, NOAA TechPlicd  A4morantlzun  NESS 107 - Rev. 1,
Washingtoll,  DC, I979 (Rcvised 1988),  chapter  5.5

HF-FAX Signal format

In HF facsimile  transmissions, the information is carried using frequency
shift of the Signal. As the Signal  changes relatively slowly, the suitable way
of decoding HF FAX Signal  is using SSB mode (Change of the frequency of
the received carrier will result in a corresponding Change  in demodulated
audio tone).

Most HF fax scrvices use the standardized shift of 800 Hz, black color
corresponding to the lower frcquency. We recommend  tuning the receiver in
such a way, that the audio Signal  frequency for black is approximately
1 OOOHz  (1800Hz  will then correspond to white color).

The usual scanning Speed  (sometimes called ‘drum Speed’)  is 120 lines per
minute with the synchronization  information at the beginning of each
transmission. Receiving a picture usually takes about 10 minutes (depending
on the aspect ratio).

Computing power and Performance

If the program Stops  during a direct or automatic recording, displaying the
message ‘Not enough CPU time to process thc Signal’, the Performance of
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the CPU was not sufficient  to process all necessary tasks in real time. To
minimize the load of the CPU some decoding features may be turned Off:

0 automatic recording

l simultaneous output of a wave file

l generation of calibration data

l leck, synchronous  demodulation

l dual channel processing, color

l automatic scroll (controlled in the Parameter file)

If there are still difficulties with the direct recording: you have the Option  of
using a prerecorded wave file.

Real time processing is always sensitive to other programs running
simultaneously and using up computing time. This is also true for
background  programs, the moving of windows as well as ‘unexpected’ Starts
of Screen savers.

If the graphic  interface or its driver Software is too slow, the automatic
Scrolling must be switched off (Parameter file). Furthermore  the window
size may be reduced to minimize computing load.

Level Control

The recording level tan be checked either with the Audio Scope  and
Spcctrum Analyzer, or in the FAX module ‘Recording 1 Test’. The loudest
Signal  peaks (ie. largest amplitudes) should easily resch the two grey lines
but must not be clipped at the upper or lower limit. The level control should
be adjusted as described on the beginning of the chapter ‘Using The
WiNRADiO Digital Suite’.

The First Parameter Setting

With ‘File 1 Parameters’ or ‘Recording 1 Parameters’, a window for all
necessary Parameter settings is opened. For initial decoding, one of the
Standard settings (‘NOAA’, ‘Meteor’ or ‘Meteos[at]‘)  available on the top-
left buttons should be used. This will set all Parameter fields of the window
accordingly.

For a later review of the input level, the check box ‘Generate Calibration
Values’ should also be checked.  This makes picture decoding somewhat
slower, but provides valuable information for adjustments.
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Decoding of Wave Files

The sirnplest form of picture decoding is processing of a previously
recorded wave file, which was generated by the Squelch Controlled Sound
Recorder of the Digital Suite (for more information on this subject, see the
last Paragraph of the chapter ‘Automatic  Recording’). The selection of the
wave file is done in ‘FilelWave  Input File’. Decoding is started using
‘FilelStart  Processing’, and will stop after reaching the end of the wave file
or by selecting ‘FilelStop  Processing’. The resulting images (bitmaps) tan
be stored using ‘Bitmap/Save’.  Bitmap saving is not performed
automatically, and there is no waming if you exit the program without
saving the bitmap.

Direct Recording

Direct recording is started by selecting the menu item ‘Recording(Picture’.
No windows should be moved and no other programs should be started
during the recording. Background programs as well as Screen savers must be
switched Off. A wave file tan be generated simultaneously when selecting
the mcnu item ‘Recording;Picture  & Wave File’. If the recording is
interrupted with the message ‘Not enough CPU time to process the Signal’,
the next try should be started without advanced processing features (see
‘Computing Power and Performance’). If the message still retums, either the
Computer is too slow or - when simultaneously writing a wave file - the hard
disk may be full or not fast enough. Recording of wave data to a floppy disk
will not work. Recording tan be stopped with ‘Recording/Stop’.  Bitmap
saving is not performed automatically, and there is no waming when exiting
the program without having the bitmap saved.

Automatic Recording

The most elegant way of decoding picturcs is by using automatic recording.
The Computer waits for a subcarrier (‘RecordingJStart  at Subcarrier’) or a
Start tone (‘RecordinglStart at Start Tone’) and will Start recording upon
their detection. After the subcarrier disappears or upon detection of a stop
tone, the program retums to the stand-by mode and waits for the next Start
tone or the retum of the subcarrier. The resulting pictures tan be
automatically stored if the menu switch ‘RecordinglAuto Bitmap File’ is
checked. The name of the bitmap file will represent the time, using the
structure ddhhmmss.bmp.  The automatic function  tan be stopped by
‘RecordinglStop’.

If the Start or stop tones were not detected correctly, the program tan be
forced into the active  or stand-by modes with ‘Recordingl->Active’ or
‘Recordingl  ->Stand-By’.
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The wave files cannot be recorded in this mode. If you want to record the
wave files automatically, use the Squelch Controlled Recorder (another
module in the Digital Suite). The wave file must be recorded with 8bit
resolution and 11.025kHz  sampling rate (mono setting is mandatory, if you
use some other program to save the wave file), otherwise it will not be
possible to decode them with the FAX module.

When attempting to use automatic recording in unattended mode, for
example for an overnight pass of a satellite, make sure there is no Screen
saver activated - of course, you tan switch off the monitor. Also, the hard
disk must be in an active state when the recording Starts (you may need to
switch off the automatic ‘power saving’ in the setup  menu of the computer).

The First Picture

After starting the decoding (‘File/Start Processing’ or ‘RecordinglPicture [&
Wave File]‘), the program will try to synchronize.  To leck onto the Signal,
the algorithm needs to decode several properly synchronized lines in
sequence. The number of successful synchronizations is displayed in the
caption area of the main decoder window. If the Signal  has satisfactory
quality and the decoding Parameters are set properly, the picture will Start
appearing at the upper or lower border of the main decoder window. If the
quality of the Signal is poor or the format is not set properly, the number of
synchronized lines stays low (usually 0 to 3) and the picture is not decoded.
In this case,  you tan forte the synchronization  using ‘ . . . jManua1  sync’.

Data processing tan be stopped by selecting the menu item ‘ . . JStop’.

If something goes wrong, ‘. . . IAbort  forces a stop of the data processing.
However, all displayed picture information as well as any simultaneously
recorded optional wave file will be lost. This is a last resort if the program
does not respond to other commands.

The basic amplification  ‘Basic Amplification’ in the Parameter window (‘...
1 Parameter’) has to be adjusted. Input from a wave file may be used if no
other steady Signal Source  is available. The upper plot in ‘Calibratc -
Histogram’ Shows  the amplitude distribution of the incoming Signal.  ‘Basic
Amp’ has to be corrected, so that after the next processing the rightmost
components of the upper histogram (representing the highest amplitudes of
the input Signal) just resch the 100 ‘74  mark. Of course for this adjustment
there should be bright details (clouds, white calibration marks) in the
picture. The histogram tan only be selected if the box ‘Generate  Calibration
Values’ in the Parameter window was checked.

After the first tun of the processing, the quality of the displayed picture may
not reflect the best possible settings. The picture Parameters tan be adjusted
later with the mapping Parameters (offset, amplification,  brightness
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characteristic, color amplitude) for the ‘best’ (most brilliant, most linear,
etc...) picture.

The window ‘CalibratelValues’  Shows  the peak values (ie. white picture
Parts)  of the incoming Signal  (‘Peak Values’). In Order  to avoid clipping in
the input of the Sound card,  the range of -0.9 . . . +0.9  should not be exceeded.
The range insufficiently utilized if this value is less than -0.5 . . . +OS.  These
values are only meaningful with a noise-free Signal  with white picture
details. A correct basic  amplification  value should be just the inverse of the
highest amplitude of the incoming Signal.

Correct values for the basic  amplification  (which might be different for
different satellite families) should be copied into the Parameter file
FAXDATA.DAT  at the next opportunity.

Detection  Parameters

All Parameters required for picture decoding are displayed in the Parameter
window (‘FilelParameters’ or ‘RecordinglParameter’). The buttons in the
top-left corner are used to recall predefined Parameter combinations  as
specified in the file FAXDATA.DAT. The Parameters tan be modified for
each individual data processing. FAXDATA.DAT  is not modified by such
an adjustment and tan be changed using a text editor.

Basic Parameters

‘AM/FM’:  Toggles the modulation used for encoding the picture. The
weather satellites always use amplitude modulation (AM), while the HF
FAX transmissions are frequency modulated. (FM)

‘Skip the first [. ..] seconds’: Allows skipping the specified number of
seconds after the Start of a transmission (or a prerecorded wave file).  This
feature tan be used to skip a noisy Start of a satellite pass.

‘Generate Calibration Values’: Enables generation of the calibration data
during picture processing. The processing will be somewhat slower, but the
amplitude distribution of the incoming Signal;  the brightness and color
distribution of the picture tan be displayed after processing using the menu
‘Calibrate(Histogram’.

Following control is different for AM and FM mode:

0 In AM - ‘Basic Amplification’: Amplification  factor of the incoming
Signal. To check whether this Parameter is correct, select
‘Calibrate/Histogram’, after having processed the picture. If the
displayed ‘Amplitute Distribution’ curve has its maximum towards the
smaller values, increase the factor,  and vice versa.
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0 In FM - two values:

‘FM Black’: Frequency for black color in Hz.

‘FM Shift’: Frequency differente between white and black in Hz.

Glock

The following control is different for AM and FM mode:

l In AM - two values:

‘Subcarrier’: Nominal AM subcarrier frequency in Hz. For
WEFAX satellites, 2400 Hz is the usual value.

‘Line  length’: Line length of the incoming Signal measured as
number of subcarrier periods. For WEFAX satellites, the Signal
has 120 lines per minute and 2400Hz  subcarrier, which results in
‘Line length’ = ‘Subcarrier’ i (Lines per minute / 60) = 1200.

0 In FM - ‘RPM’: Line frequency in revolutions (lines) per minute.

The slowest possible line rate is limited by the intemal  buffer length, and
must not be much slower than 120 lines per minute, ie. lines must not be
much longer than 0.5 s.

‘Lack’: The leck switch couples the decoding algorithm to the AM
subcarrier. This makes it possible to avoid image bending due to Doppler
shift. (Approaching satellites shift all frequencies to higher values giving
shorter lines, and vice versa). Furthermore, the leck switch allows for the
correction of imprecise  sampling rates  of the Sound card as well as
processing of tape recorded Signals. Due to increased processing, the speed
of the program decreases slightly if this switch is activated. Some Meteor
satellite Signals do not tolerate thc subcarrier locking because some of them
do not have an exact 2400 Hz Signal,  others make a Phase  jump at the
beginning of each new line. The Lack function is not applicable for FM
transmissions.

‘PLL’: Amplification  of the Phase control loop part of the algorithm. For a
setting of 1, the PLL amplification  is zcro.  For processing normal Signals,
0.98 is a good value; for reproduction of tape recorded Signals 0.8 or 0.85
offer a wider regulation range.

‘AFC’: Amplification  of the frequency control loop part of the algorithm.
For normal Signals, a small value (0.00005) is appropriate; for tape recorded
Signals the value should be increased to 0.0002 or even more.

‘Correct Line Length’: Activating this Option  will adapt the line length to a
new subcarrier frequency, if the actual subcarrier frequency strongly
deviates from its nominal value. This setting is only necessary for extreme
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deviations (tape recorded Signals  with large variations in between recording
and playback Speed).

‘Synchronous  Demodulation’: Enables coherent demodulation instead of
rectification. Applicable only if the ‘Lack’ switch is activated. Picture
resolution and Signal  to noise ratio tan be somewhat better, but the
processing will be slower.

Horizontal Synchronkation (Horizontal Sync)

‘FaxSync l(2)‘: Enables different types of synchronization algorithm. If
these controls are enabled, the synchronization algorithm searches for a
jump in brightness. After successful synchronization, ‘FaxSync 1’ waits
with the picture processing until the synchronization lines are completed,
while ‘FaxSync 2’ does not, which is a better choice if the picture data is
similar to the synchronization lines.

‘bk-wh, wh-bk’: This button defines the direction of the brightness jump.
The correct setting for Meteosat is black-white, for HF FAX white-black
should be used. Works only if ‘FaxSync l(2)’ is enabled.

‘Burst Frequency’: If the ‘FaxSync l(2)’ switch is not selected, the
algorithm searches for a short tone burst. The synchronization burst
frequency tan be defined in this field.

Source

This group defines which Parts  of the incoming lines are used for picture
processing.

‘Dual Channel’: If this checkbox is enabled, the processing uses two Parts  of
the line differently. The first part (channel) is always used for picture
brightness, while the second channel either defines the color or tan be added
to or subtracted from the first channel to get, for example, visible minus
infrared information.

‘Start l(2)‘: The beginning of the first (second)  channel relative to the Start
of the line. As the line length is defined as 1, valid numbers are 0 to 1.

‘Length l(2)‘: Length of the displayed line section.  As the line length is
defined as 1, Start + Length must not be less than 0 and not larger than 1.
Negative values for Length are permitted (mirrored picture).

Example:  For a NOAA midday  pass, the VIS channel (visible light)  tan be
set to control the brightness (luminance),  while the IR channel tan be set to
control the color (chromirzance).  Set the Parameters as follows:  Start 1: 0.0,
Length 1: 0.5 (The @-st  half of the line controls channel I), Start 2: 0.5,
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Length 2: 0.5 (The second halfof  thr line  controls  chnnnel2,  which  is then
used  to clefne the color).

Unless needed for specific purposes, the color processing is not
recommended for Signal  sources  with only one channel of information (eg.
the Meteor satellites). Due to a higher number of grey values, black and
white pictures display a much better resolution than color pictures.

For more advanced processing the Start and length values may be adjusted
so that burst and calibration margins do not appear in the picture.

Picture Representation (Picture)

In this group, Signal  amplification,  Signal  offsets and color Saturation are
defined, which are used to transform the received Signal  into the picture. In
AM mode, these values should be set in concert with the ‘Basic
Amplification’ value and the actual level of the Signal.  The two channels
(see above) tan be adjusted individually. This allows setting the brightness
and color information independently. Use ‘Calibration(Histogram’ to
evaluate these values after having processed the picture.

‘Offset l(2)‘: Adds an offset to the Signal  in channel l(2). Values are
relative to the full scale  Signal  level. Negative numbers arc allowed.

‘Amplification l(2)‘: Amplification of the Signal  in channel l(2). This
Operation is applied after addition of the offset. Negative numbers are
allowed.

‘Color’: Activates color processing.

‘Nonlinear enhancement’: This field defines the share of non-linearity in
displaying the brightness information, so that darker portions of the picture
tan be enhanced. For example, to obtain better resolution of land/water
boundaries, the Parameter tan be adjusted to higher value (usually about
0.5).

‘Color Saturation’: Color adjustment - smaller (positive) values result in red,
larger (on a scale of up to 1) values result in blue. In Order to get a black sea
and white clouds, the value tan be very small (close  to 0 and below) or very
large (close to 1 and above).

‘Vertical  Compression’: Compression of the picture geometry in y-direction.
A value of 0.5 stretches  the picture to its double height, 2 compresses it to
half height.

‘Line Width’: Line width in Pixels,  valid range is 200 to 2048. This value,
together with maximum bitmap size (as defined in the Parameter file
FAXDATA.DAT),  and available memory, affects the maximum possiblc
number of lines.
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You tan set a smaller line width, if you want to see the complete picture
width during processing or to obtain smaller bitmap files. When changing
the line width, the correct aspect  ratio should be restored by choosing an
adequate vertical compression factor (see above).

The aspect ratio of the picture is displayed as the ‘IOC’ value displayed in
the bottom-right corner of the dialog box. The IOC (Index of Cooperation)
is a term used in ‘fax’ terminology. lts value is equal to the width of the
picture divided by the product of the distance bctween two lines and the 71
constant  (historically, round elements were used in fax machines, hence the
7~).  The Standard  values of IOC for HF fax are 264,288 or 576.

Example:  r the picture to be processed  has an IOC of 576  and usually
requires  1810 pixels per line,  you cm set the line  width to 905  pixels  and
compensate for  the resulting distortion  by setting the vertical compression
to 2.0.

‘N-S’: North-SouthSouth-North  selects the flight direction of the satellite.
The picture will Start to display in the top-left or bottom-right comer.

Viewing pictures

The picture is moved across  the window by moving the mouse while
keeping the right mouse button pressed. An alternative way of bringing a
certain region of the picture into the Center  of the window is to double-click
on that spot with the left mouse button.

To zoom the picture, select the corresponding item in the ‘Zoom & move’
menu. Altematively, you tan use the mouse: double-clicking with the left
mouse button while keeping the ‘Ctrl’ key pressed Zooms the picture by a
factor of 2 for both the x and y directions. Double-clicking with the left
mause button while keeping the ‘Shift’ key pressed zooms the picture by a
factor of 4. Double-clicking with the left mouse button without auxiliary
keys retums to the original size.

Double-clicking with the right mouse button shrinks the picture by a factor
of 2 in both the x and y direction. ‘Ctrl’ + double-click  with the right mouse
button stretches the picture in x direction by a factor of 2. ‘Shift’ + double-
click with the right mouse button compresses the picture in y direction. The
last two mentioned operations are intended for NOAA pictures with both
channels displayed side by side.

In the ‘Calibrate’ menu a special  cursor (‘Probe Cursor’) tan be activated to
measure the brightness of a Pixel.  Pressing the left mause button Shows  the
luminance of the selected Pixel.  This information tan be used to evaluate the
temperature. In colored pictures, however, this value is not reliable. To
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disable the special  cursor, select the menu ‘Calibrate/Probe  Cursor’ again, or
Change  the zoom factor

The bitmap tan be stored using ‘BitmapJSave’ and stored bitmaps tan be
loaded with ‘Bitmap/Load’.

After decoding a picture, bitmaps are not stored automatically, unless
in the automatic  recording mode (see the chapter ‘Automatic Recording’).

Pictures are stored in ‘* .bmp format and tan be processed further or printed
with Standard picture editing programs.

The Parameter File FAXDATA.DAT

After you determine an optimal set of Parameters for a particular
transmission (eg. a satellite or an HF Station), you tan adjust the predefined
values by editing the Parameter file FAXDATA.DAT  with an ASCII text
editor. Up to 12 Standard Parameter sets tan be predefined. To recall a
predefined value set, click the corresponding button in the top-left corner of
the ‘Recording-Parameters’ or ‘File-Parameters’ dialog. The following rules
must be observed, when editing the FAXDA’TA.DAT  file:

l The predefined names for the switch boxes (satellite names) must not
exceed 10 characters.

l The line length in the file must not exceed 80 characters.

0 The sequence and number of Parameters must not be changed.

0 We strongly recommend creating a backup of the file before doing any
changes.

General Settings

The first 3 lines contain general settings.

First linc,  first number - Key: DO not edit this number, otherwise the
program may not work.

First line, second number: In the automatic recording modc the possible Start
tones (300 Hz and 675 Hz) lead to different processing. After a 300 Hz tone
the picture will be processed with exactly the sclected Parameter set, while
after a 675 Hz Start Signal,  the line width will be tut in half. This behaviour
tan be switched off by setting the value to ‘0’.

First line, third number - Squelch:  In FM mode the detection of the Start
tones is protected by a squelch to avoid misdetections. The function of this
squelch tan be switched off with a ‘0’.

First line, fourth number - reserved.
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Second line - do not edit this line,  otherwise the program may not work.

Third line, first number - Graphits:  This Parameter restricts  the function of
the graphics driver Software. Some graphic card drivers may have
difficulties with the Windows display functions for the ‘device  independent
bitmaps’. Possible values are:

‘0’:  Allows full function.

‘ 1’:  Pictures zoomed out always Start at the left window border and
cannot be moved further to the left. (Many graphics drivers Cause  a
System Crash  when allowing this move.)

‘2’: Restrittions  as in ‘1’. Additionally, zoomed out pictures will
always be displayed at the lower border of the window. Particularly,
bitmaps with just a few lines 1024 Pixels  wide are critical.

‘3 ’ : Disables the zoom-out function.

Third line, second value - kByte:  Defines the maximum size of the bitmap
memory. The Parameter w i n d o w  (‘RecordinglParameters’ o r
‘File1Parameter.s’)  displays the maximum number of possible lines for this
memory size and the selected line width. A 10 minute pass of a NOAA
satellite requires 1200 lines, which results in a little  less than 12 19 Bytes of
data, if the line width is set to 1040 Pixels.

Third line, third value - Scroll:  Defines the scroll update. After processing
has filled up the complete window, the picture will scroll for every further
n-th decoded line. Valid values are 0 (no scroll),  2,4,  8 and 16.

Third line, fourth value - fs-Korr: If the sampling frequency of the Sound
card is not exactly ‘spot on’, you tan either leck the detector to the received
subcarrier (check the ‘RecordingjParameterslLock’) or set this Parameter to
a value given as a ratio between actual and nominal sampling frequency of
the Sound card.

Parameters for Automatic Recording

The fourth line defines the threshold values for subcarrier and start/stop tone
detection for the automatic recording function. The Order  is:

0 number of necessary 0.74 s time slots with subcarrier to activate
processing

l number of necessary 0.74 s time slots without subcarrier for returning to
stand-by state

l threshold for 300 Hz Start tone (normal setting is 1 .OO)

l threshold for 675 Hz stop tone
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0 threshold for 450 Hz stop tone

l number of necessary 0.34 s time Slots with Start tone to activate
processing

l number of necessary 0.34 s time Slots with stop tone for returning to
stand-by state

Predefined Parameter Sets for Various Signal Sources

There are 12 default sets of Parameters for various Signal sources.  The
Position of the Parameters is commented inside the file, while the meaning
of the Parameters is the same as described in the chapter ‘Detection
Parameters’.

Calibration Values and Histograms

Calibration values and histograms tan only be seen if the ‘Generate
Calibration Values’ in the Parameter window has been checked before
processing the picture.

The calibration value window (‘CalibratejValues’) Shows  two important
results:

1. Subcarrier frequency obtained from the algorithm (‘Lack’ in the
‘Parameters’ dialog must be checked). This number either Shows  the
frequency offset of the received subcarrier (eg. due to Doppler shift) or the
offset of the Sound card clock oscillator when the subcarrier frequency is
correct.

2. ‘Peak Values’ displays the relative level of the input audio Signal.
Adequate Signal should give numbers between +/- 0.5 and +/- 0.9.

When you select the ‘CalibratelHistogram’  menu, two graphs (histograms)
will be displayed. The upper histogram Shows  the amplitude statistical
distribution of the input Signal  Sample  values after multiplication  with the
basic  amplification  factor (‘Basic Amp’ in the ‘Parameters’ dialog). If the
‘Dual Channel’ switch is checked, the red curve  is for channel2.

The lower histogram displays the resulting brightness (and color hue)
distribution in the picture. The black line is for brightness, the colored line
for hue. The different sections  roughly represent the colors in the picture.
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Sima/ Classifier

Using this module, it is possible to implement ‘intelligent scanning’ with the
WiNRADiO receiver, resulting in a major increase of the effective scanning
spced,  as any unwanted Signals are automatically skipped. The following
classification  categories are implemented:

l silent channel (eg. unmodulated  carrier)

l noise

l data transmission

l voice or other.

Select the type of Signal,  which you want to exclude from scanning. Then
Start scanning in the WiNRADiO  front Panel.  Whenever a Signal  is found, a
Sample will be sent to the Signal Classifier. If the type of the Signal  is
recognized as unwanted, the receiver resumes scanning, just as if you
pressed the ‘Resume  Scanning’ button.

Suuelch Controlled Recorder

The main differente between this module and the Standard  Windows Sound
recorder is that the recording is controlled by the WiNRADiO squelch.  This
allows automatic unattended monitoring. The Signal  is stored into Standard
Windows ‘*.wav’ files. The format of the recording tan be selected in the
‘Options’ menu.

As a safety measure, you tan specify maximum  file size in ‘Options1
Maximum file size’ in the menu.
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